A Spirituality Of Fundraising (Henri Nouwen Spirituality)
Synopsis

Have you ever raised funds for your church, another organization, or a mission trip? Maybe you felt uncomfortable about asking people to donate money. It's time to change the way you view this important task.
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Customer Reviews

Noted for his writing on spirituality, Henri Nouwen might not be an author one would think to turn to for advice on fundraising, but his perspective is one much needed. Nouwen talks movingly about how raising money can and should convert both the giver and the receiver and lead to more meaningful relationships with God and one another. His approach to what could be seen as a purely secular endeavor is sorely needed in churches and other non-profit organizations.

Though this classic on fundraising has been around a while, I just discovered it. I have long enjoyed Henri Nouwen’s devotional writings, this one stands out as a gem. One big take away from this transcript: Fundraising at it’s best is a chance for fresh conversion to God's ways... it is a walk of humility on the side of the "Asker" AND in the "Giver". Both are accountable about their stewardship to God who owns all things and allows us to manage them. Inspiring!

This classic booklet, A Spirituality of Fundraising, is just 64 pages and is an excellent companion piece to John Frank’s 55-page booklet, Stewardship As A Lifestyle: Seeking to live as a Steward
and Disciple. Pastors and ministry leaders can share these two booklets with their board members, staff and key volunteers—with confidence—because they are both short enough that people will actually read them! Henri Nouwen gave a talk on the spirituality of fundraising that became a published booklet after his death. He writes, "Fundraising is as spiritual as giving a sermon, entering a time of prayer, visiting the sick, or feeding the hungry." Then he adds, "Fundraising is always a call to conversion." Few understood people of wealth like Nouwen did. "Sometimes our concern for the poor," he writes, "may carry with it a prejudice against the rich." His chapter, "People Who Are Rich," is worth the price of this powerful little booklet.

I have founded nonprofits and consulted with nonprofits. I really believe that one of the greatest limiting factors for nonprofits is an inappropriate reticence to raise funds. Execs too often feel like a burden or a nag. This quick read will help you reformat your hard drive, so to speak. Nouwen gives a much better understanding of what our attitude should be in pursuing funding to fulfill our vision. I will recommend or simply give this book to everyone I find who struggles with fundraising.

Having discovered this little volume by accident, I was immediately drawn to it given the author, Henri Nouwen. Being familiar with Nouwen’s work, I had high expectations. Upon reading, I wasn’t disappointed. Henri has, once again, gone to the heart of his subject matter with penetrating insights while dispelling often-held myths about fundraising, especially in the religious context. Although Henri’s perspective is primarily for Christian fundraisers, his insights apply to all successful fundraising. He focuses on the solicitor’s attitudes toward money and the solicitor’s ability to engage the prospective donor in an expansive, worthwhile cause. These are the primary principles on which Henri builds his case. Thoughtful, insightful, packed with content, this is another outstanding work by perhaps the best known author and teacher of pastoral studies.

As usual, Nouwen uses his gifts of taking an everyday activity (in this case fundraising) and unveiling the spiritual foundation supporting it. I am new to fundraising and now find myself in charge of raising a lot of money. This book is filled with easy to understand and apply nuggets of wisdom that will make my job much easier! In short the book suggests fundraising is not asking someone to give; its sharing with others a great opportunity to invest and in so doing reap the benefits that accompany a wonderful investment. There’s a reason Jesus said its better to give than receive. This book explains why and I highly recommend it.
Simply excellent! Having read lots of Fr Nouwen’s books, I can say that this book is one of the most helpful for me both personally and professionally.

Nouwen does an excellent job examining the condition of the heart when it comes to fundraising. A must read for anyone who asks for charitable gifts.
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